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Long ago, there was a _________ teacher. He had many students. One student was not a nice person. Sometimes 

he would _______ _______ from the school and sell them in the _________ .

The other students didn’t _______ _______ . They told the teacher. They wanted the bad student to _________ 

school. The teacher did nothing and said nothing. The _________ week, the bad student took more things. Some 

of the other students saw that. They were angry. They wrote a long letter to the teacher. They wanted him _____ 

_________ the bad student to leave.

The teacher called all of the students together for a _________ . The teacher said, “My students, you are all very 

smart. You know _________ the between right and wrong. For that reason, I want you to leave and study ______ 

_________ school.”

This bad student doesn’t know what is right and what is wrong. If I don’t teach him, how will he learn what is 

_________ ? This boy will stay here to learn.”

The bad student heard the teacher’s kind words. For the first time in his life, he thought someone _________ 

______ him. He started to cry. On that day, he _________ _________ to be a good person.

1. special  a. bright

2. take things  b. transfer

3. angry   c. unusual

4. smart   d. annoyed

5. study at another  e. steal 

school  

Synonym match

Listen to the story and fill in the blanks. 

Match the words or phrases.

Most of the students were good. T or F

The bad student used to steal things. T or F

The teacher read a letter from the bad student. T or F

The bad student was asked to go to another school. T or F

The good students helped the bad student. T or F

True or false
Choose the correct answer.

REMTAK LGIOLFOWN

STMRA ELEVA

GTHTHUO DRCAE

Anagrams
Move the letters and make a new word. 

1. person / not / was / a / student / one / nice

2. they / leave / the / bad / to / wanted / student / school

3. called / meeting / for / a / the / together / teacher / of / 

students / all / the

4. and / know / bad / this / what / what / student / wrong / is / 

doesn’t / is / right

5. words / the / teacher’s / student / bad / the / heard / kind

Writing practice
Put the words in the correct order.

Right or Wrong

Gap fill
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